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Activity logs on a server used by the TrickBot trojan in post-compromise stages of an attack
show that the actor takes an average of two weeks pivoting to valuable hosts on the
network before deploying Ryuk ransomware.

After compromising the network, the attacker starts scanning for live systems that have
specific ports open and stealing password hashes from the Domain Admin group.

Manual hacking

Researchers at SentinelOne have detailed the activity observed from logs on a Cobalt
Strike server that TrickBot used to profile networks and systems.

Once the actor took interest in a compromised network, they used modules from Cobalt
Strike threat emulation software for red teams and penetration testers.

One component is the DACheck script to check if the current user has Domain Admin
privileges and check the members of this group. They also used Mimikatz to extract
passwords that would help with lateral movement.
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The researchers found that discovering computers of interest on the network is done by
scanning for live hosts that have specific ports open.

Services like FTP, SSH, SMB, SQL server, remote desktop, and VNC are targeted because
they help move to other computers on the network or indicate a valuable target.

Dropping Ryuk

According to SentinelOne’s examination, the threat actor profiles each machine to extract
as much useful information as possible. This allows them to take complete control of the
network and get access to as many hosts as possible.

Reconnaissance and pivoting stages are followed by planting Ryuk ransomware and
deploying it to all accessible machines using Microsoft’s PsExec tool for executing
processes remotely.

Based on the timestamps, SentinelOne researchers estimate that it took two weeks for the
attacker to gain access to machines on the network and profile them before executing
Ryuk.

Vitali Kremez of Advanced Intelligence (AdvIntel) security boutique told BleepingComputer
that this average for the “incubation” period is accurate, although it varies from one victim to
another.

https://labs.sentinelone.com/inside-a-trickbot-cobaltstrike-attack-server/
https://www.advanced-intel.com/
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In some cases, Ryuk was deployed after just one day, while in other instances the file-
encrypted malware was executed after the attacker had spent months on the network.

Kremez told us that Ryuk infections have slowed down lately, as the threat actor is likely in
a vacation kind of state.

It is important to note that not all TrickBot infections are followed by Ryuk ransomware,
probably because the actors take the time to analyze the data collected and determine if the
victim is worth encrypting or not.
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EmanuelJacobsson - 1 year ago

You mistyped SentinelOne, under the Manual Hacking section.

ilaion - 1 year ago

Thanks. Fixed it.
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